
 
On the Powers of Musical Thinking 

Wilhelm Grosz’s life (1894 – 1939) was one of scores of artists of Jewish heritage who 
had fled their fatherland during the thirties for safety. He was born in Vienna and studied 
music with noteworthy musicians such as composer Franz Schreker and one of the 
founders of the field of musicology, Guido Adler. (Grosz’s doctoral dissertation dealt with 
Mozart’s fugal technique.) His intellectual capabilities paid off, and in course of time he was 
appointed conductor of the Mannheim Opera and later artistic manager of the Ultraphone 
Gramophone company in Berlin. In 1933 he became conductor of the Kammerspieltheater 
in Vienna. Because of the Nazi threat Grosz resettled in England in 1934, where he found 
little interest for his progressive musical style. As a result he applied his melodic gift to 
setting the lyrics of popular songs, some of which became international successes. The 
older generation will recognise Tin Pan Alley hits such as Harbour Lights and Red Sails in 
the Sunset. His song The Isle of Capri was the song of the year 1934. He often composed 
songs under the pseudonym Hugh Williams or André Milos. 

Since his death in 1939 in New York, little of his music has been performed. His 
contributions to the field of art music was considerable, though, and includes several 
operas, ballets, chamber music, orchestral music, piano pieces and songs, and scores for a 
number of films,. His style developed from a mixture of late 19th century “romanticism”, 
Viennese Expressionism, as well as jazz and cabaret, and finally popular ballads. 

The real performance history of his Serenade, op. 5, for large orchestra is uncertain, but 
it may have been performed as early as 1921 in Dresden. Thursday’s performance by the 
Cape Town Philharmonic Orchestra is thus historic, and (as mentioned on the CPO’s 
website) has been made possible through the collaboration of the CTPO and Out of The 
Shadows – Rediscovering Jewish Music and Theatre, a festival of performances in Cape 
Town and Stellenbosch under the auspices of the Leeds University research project, 
Performing the Jewish Archive. As the name suggests the serenade genre had its origins in 
open air performances (Italian, al sereno: open air), of which Mozart’s Kleine Nachtmusik is 
the best-known example. In the course of the 19th century it was generally confused with 
late night love songs. In the 19th century orchestral serenades such as those of 
Tchaikovsky and Elgar became a favourite shorter alternative for the symphony.  

Richard Strauss, Thus spoke Zarathustra 

From at least 1850 onwards the heritage of romantic poetry and music (especially in the 
form of Schubert’s song settings) resulted in a need to express human emotions and 
experiences. Factors such as the advances of complex chromatic harmonies and progress 
in manufacturing instruments (notably brass instruments) were developed in order to 
achieve this. Programme music, i.e. music dedicated to portraying or mimicking sounds of 
nature, had been around for at least 200 years, but now reached a new level, especially 
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since Liszt’s formal invention of the “tone poem” and the programme symphony. Richard 
Strauss (1864-1949) was not only one of the most gifted musicians of the 19th century, but 
also most likely the most outstanding orchestral composer. In him the ideal combination of 
inventor of unforgettable melodies, and the enigmatic power of an orchestral “visionary” 
became one, that is someone who experienced complex instrumental combinations, and 
then actually succeeded in realising those thoughts in concrete sounds. His unique sense 
of fantasy (he boasted that he could portray a glass of beer in music) led to a series of ten 
such actualisations, based on poems or other literary sources (1888-1916), including the 
pranks of Till Eulenspiegel, the complex love life of Don Juan, and the silly adventures of 
Don Quixote. These works made him an international celebrity, even before the series of 
operas. Following Beethoven’s warning that music will lose if abused as musical paintings, 
Strauss insisted on expressing poetic sources according to his own fantasy, whilst at the 
same time maintaining inherent musical principles instead of mere “musical pictures.”  

The symphonic poem Also sprach Zarathustra (the quaint English version Thus spake 
Zarathustra maintains a sense of antiquity) is the composer’s sixth tone poem, completed in 
1896. It is based broadly on Strauss’ contemporary Friedrich Nietzsche’s philosophical 
treatise. The Persian reformer (better  known in the Greek version of his name Zoroaster) 
lived somewhere between 500 and 1000 BC, and his doctrine dealt with the perceived 
tension between mankind and nature, and – in Nietzsche’s version – the ideal of the 
superlative human being (Übermensch). Although Strauss insisted that his composition was 
no musical “version”” of the philosophy, he attempted to recreate these tensions by means 
of the tonal tension between the totally unrelated keys of C and B.  

The gigantic piece calls for the largest orchestral forces at the time of composition, and 
includes 6 horns, 16 woodwinds, a variety of percussion, and organ. It is a free fantasy on 
ideas derived from Nietzsche’s book, from which the composer chose eight chapters. 
These include musings about life and its ideal improvements, such as: 1. the shortcomings 
of mankind: About the People from the Backwaters ("Von den Hinterweltlern"),  2. an 
expression of Intense Yearning for a better humankind ("Von der großen Sehnsucht") and 
3. a portrayal of Joy and Passion (“Von den Freuden und Leidenschaften”). The Song of the 
Grave (4) is the central section, and sets the stage for a sarcastic portrayal of Science (5. 
"Von der Wissenschaft") by means of a complicated fugue on a twelvetone subject. The 
sixth section, The Convalescent ("Der Genesende") illustrates a slow regaining of strength, 
bursting forth into 7. the energetic Dance-Song ("Das Tanzlied"), led by a solo violin. The 
last section is titled The Song of the nocturnal Wanderer.  

The Introduction to these eight themes contains the core symbolism for Strauss’ thinking. 
Preceded by soft drum rolls, the massive C major main idea bursts forth as Zoroaster looks 
at the sun, whilst contemplating his ideas. Because of the absence of sharps and flats, the 
“clean” key of C major had already been used as a symbol for the primal earth and nature 
in Haydn’s depiction of the creation’s first light in his oratorio The Creation. With Strauss 
this is further enhanced by the “perfect” intervals of the octave (C-c), fifth (C-g) and fourth 

(g-c) i.e. intervals that one may recognise 



when the wind blows, or when mouth muscles allow you to blow on a simple piece of 
garden hose (see example.) The motif remains present throughout the whole score, maybe 
as a reminder of hope for mankind.  

If one takes C major as symbolic of the ideal, the key of B (major or minor) on the other 
hand, symbolises the clumsy and somewhat backward mankind. Thus the Song of the 
Grave is in a mild B minor. A brilliant illustration of the C Major World is the pleasant Dance-
Song, where the composer applies for the first time his favourite Viennese waltz outside of 
the opera as an expression of happiness (see example).  

 

That all the doctrines of Zoroaster did not work out according to his ideals, may be read in 
the fact that the two keys remain present until the very last chord: The ending is in a clear B 
major in the higher instruments, with the faint C only a dim ray of hope in the bass ...  

Taking a step back from Nietzsche’s 1892 to Robert Schumann of 1850, we encounter an 
alltogether different world, that of Romanticism. As far as any philosophy may be 
concerned, Schumann was the only true romanticist at the time. Both his contemporaries 
Chopin and Mendelssohn frowned upon his ideas regarding the musical version of an 
essentially literary trend. In his quest to transpose these ideas into music the composer 
regarded the “other”, spiritual world of the supernatural as very real, and his borderline 
“schizophrenic” mind went even as far as creating the imaginary character-pair Eusebius 
and Florestan (both representing himself) to support his ideas, and he sometimes believed 
his music came from beyond...  

Writing the cello concerto was apparently mostly due to his wish to contribute at least one 
work in all musical genres. Since he was no cellist, and at the time had virtually only 
Haydn’s concertos as models, the composition of the work was not easy, and contemporary 
cellists were apparently not really interested either. As a result the work was published only 
in 1883, almost 30 years after his death. In addition it received similar treatment as 
Chopin’s two piano concertos: for many Schumann’s obsessive care in securing the mellow 
tone of the solo instrument meant that the role of the orchestra seemed insufficient. The 
Russian cellist Rostropovich even requested his friend Shostakovich to “improve” it, which 
in turn was criticised by Schumannists..... The sometimes “uncomfortable” and “uncellistic” 
ideas have also been the target of critics. In spite of these pereived drawbacks, the 
concerto still remains – together with those of Dvořak, Elgar and Saint-Saens – a favourite.  

In accordance with his novel ideas, and as he did before with the piano concerto, he 
planned merely a “Konzertstück” for cello, thereby moving away – like Liszt would do in his 
famous b minor piano sonata “in one movement” of 1853 – from the tradition of isolated 
separate movements. Here too, the multi-movement structure of the concerto is still fairly 
obvious but with some special qualities as well. One of these is his doing away with Italian 



indications, in favour of German: The movements are superscripted Nicht zu schnell, 
Langsam and Sehr lebhaft.  

In line with the composer’s ideals, the concerto begins without the customary orchestral 
introductory exposition; after the three opening orchestral chords (reminiscent of 
Schumann’s friend Mendelssohn’s overture to A Midsummernight’s Dream) the solo 
instrument announces the attractive lyrical main theme. (See example). 

The experienced song composer is here at his vocal best. In fact, most themes in the 
concerto can easily be described as lyrical and song-like. As what would become 
customary (again with Liszt, but also César Franck and others), this main theme does not 
belong exlusively to the first movement, but serves instead as binding element between the 
three movements.  

In accordance with above-mentioned qualities the movements proceed without a clear 
break, and are ingenuously connected with significant links. References to the main theme 
from the first movement in the rest of the work leaves the listener with the impression of a 
long lyrical outpouring in three sections, maintaining unity by means of the sometimes 
shadowy presence of the opening movement. After all, the basic idea of the concerto as 
one long movement naturally means that the whole work should benefit from the main 
theme. Noteworthy are too two brief ideas that crop up elsewhere in the movement: a brief 
three-note motif, taken from the second theme (marked 2 in the next example) and a set of 
triplets (marked 2 in example).  

 

The end of the movement is  heralded, not with fanfares and glittering coda, but with the 
orchestra’s gradual modulation to F major, and into the smooth and even more vocal 
Langsam, excellently suited to the tenor voice of the cello. This is a simple ternary section. 
The tender dream is but short-lived: A reminder of the theme illustrated above is heard 
clearly, before the start of the fast (and humourous?) finale.  

As far as the soloist is concerned the finale is undoubtedly the most challenging movement 
of the concerto: the jumpy main theme explores most of the time the difficult high registers 
of the instrument. The opening three motto-like chords recur at least six times in the course 
of the movement, clearly marking structural seams.The composer went to lengths to give 
the orchestra a more active role in the proceedings, such as several dialogues between 
soloist and orchestra. At the beginning of the developmental section one is again reminded 
of the first movement theme. The absence of a showy solo cadenza for the first movement 
demands its presence in the fast finale. It is a carefully crafted and inventive section, partly 
accompanied by the orchestra, and further illustration of the technical and poetic qualities of 
the instrument. A somewhat slower phase leads dramaticlly to the fast Coda, for the closing 
bars’ accelerated motto. 


